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Exercise

■ Warm up exercise

■ Make me a paper dart

■ Use one sheet of A4 only

■ Make the standard “dart” 
design



“Life at 9” – ABC 2014

“Redesign My Brain”, ABC 2013



“ANZAC Girls”, ABC 2014

“Danger 5”, SBS 2014



Innovation Arises from Change

CHANGE producesleads to

“Market Pull” “Technology Push”

New
Problems

New 
SolutionsOrganisations

defines
generates

E.g. Climate

Customer demands: 

cleaner air travel

Inventions: Winglets

How to reduce fuel 
consumption, emissions?

Boeing/Airbus efficient 
wing design with winglets

INNOVATION



Why do we need C&I in 
Engineering?
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Why do we innovate?
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Diminishing / Negative Returns…
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Defeating Diminishing Returns…

Crop 

Yield

Input/Effort

Fertilizer

Irrigation

Sowing



Thank You
Brand SA

What’s the Connection?



Thank You
Brand SA

The Sputnik Shock!!



Thank You
Brand SA

So What!?

Creativity Technology

Quantitative 

Explanations
E.g. Capital/Labor RatiosQualitative 

Explanations
People & Organizations



Why is Innovation Important?

W = P x Tn

W = The Wealth of a Nation
P = Physical Resources – people, oil, iron ore, sheep, wheat, land

T = Technology (i.e. “solutions”)

n = multiplier: the size of n is critical

“n” represents the impact of our capacity to innovate

Tn determines what IS a physical resource



Why is Innovation Important?
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Fostering Creativity & Innovation

Process

Product

Person

Press



Innovation and the Person

■ What properties define the innovative 
person?



The Innovative Person

■ I will give you 10 questions, answer each one 
using this rating scale:

1 = Not at all like me
2 = Rarely like me
3 = Sometimes like me
4 = Often like me
5 = Nearly always like me



The Innovative Person

1. I am reserved

2. I am generally trusting

3. I tend to be lazy

4. I am relaxed and handle stress well

5. I have few artistic interests

1 = Not at all like me
2 = Rarely like me
3 = Sometimes like me
4 = Often like me
5 = Nearly always like me



The Innovative Person

6. I am outgoing and sociable

7. I tend to find fault with other people

8. I do a thorough job

9. I get nervous easily

10.I have an active imagination

1 = Not at all like me
2 = Rarely like me
3 = Sometimes like me
4 = Often like me
5 = Nearly always like me



The Innovative Person

Next, for Q1, Q3, Q5, Q7, and Q9:

■ If you put “5” cross it out and put “1”

■ If you put “4” cross it out and put “2”

■ Keep “3” as “3”

■ If you put “2” cross it out and put “4”

■ If you put “1” cross it out and put “5”



The Innovative Person

Now add the following together and 
label:

■ Questions 1 + 6 =  “E”

■ Questions 2 + 7 = “A”

■ Questions 3 + 8 = “C”

■ Questions 4 + 9 = “ES”

■ Questions 5 + 10 =  “O”



The Innovative Person

Your “E” score is Extraversion

This is how outgoing

and sociable you are.

Creative people are often 
thought to have both
extraverted and introverted 
traits, one of many 
paradoxes present in 
creativity.



The Innovative Person

Your “A” score is Agreeableness

This is how friendly and 

good-natured you are.

Agreeableness and creativity have 
virtually no relationship whatsoever



The Innovative Person

Your “C” score is 
Conscientiousness

This looks at your discipline, 
integrity, and rule-orientation.

A hard worker.



The Innovative Person
Conscientiousness and creativity have an 
interesting relationship – it depends on the 
domain.

Creative artists tend

to be LOW on 

conscientiousness.



The Innovative Person
However, creative scientists, engineers and 
businesspeople tend to be HIGH on 
conscientiousness



The Innovative Person

Your “ES” score is Emotional Stability

This is considered the opposite of Neuroticism; 
indeed, the factor is often reversed and actually 
called Neuroticism.

This taps into anxiety, depression, and moodiness.

Conflicting findings…



The Innovative Person

Finally, your “O” score is Openness 
to Experience

This is your intellectual and 
experiential curiosity.
Willingness to try new things

Imagination!



The Innovative Person

Openness to
Experience is
highly linked to
creativity 
regardless of
domain, type of 
measurement, or
ability level.



Innovation and the Press

■ A Volunteer!

■ Organisational climate, management style, 
organisational culture!

■ These matter – they can make or break 
innovation.

■ Time, resources, support.

■ However – it depends!



Systems: Person + Press

Process

Product

Person

Press



Real-World WCST



Innovation and the Process

■ Divergent Thinking

■ Alternate uses for a paper 
clip?



Brainstorming the Paperclip

Tools

???

Jewelle
ry



Innovation and the Process

■ What do you do when you have 50 ideas for a 
paper clip?

■ Convergent Thinking!

■ Analysis, evaluation.



Innovation and Product

■ What makes a solution innovative?

■ What IS a solution?



Solutions can be…

• A tangible artefact – a chair, a cell phone, a 
poem;

• A process – a method for achieving a tangible or 
intangible outcome – an assembly line, a plan for 
running a class activity;

• A system – a more complex tangible outcome –
an airliner, a submarine – involving interactions 
of artefacts, people, software;

• A service – an organised, but usually intangible 
system of labour and material aids meeting a 
need – a bank account, a customer helpline.



Innovation and the Product

■ Relevance & Effectiveness:
– Does the solution do what it is required to do?

■ Novelty:
– Is the solution new, original, surprising?

■ Elegance:
– Is the solution complete, well-made, clear?

■ Genesis:
– Does the solution shift paradigms, change 

perspectives, offer new insights?



Elegance



Exercise – Evaluating Creativity

Is it Relevant and Effective? w/5?

Is it Novel? x/5?

Is it Elegant? y/5?

Does it possess Genesis? z/5?

Is it Relevant and Effective? w/5?

Is it Novel? x/5?

Is it Elegant? y/5?

Does it possess Genesis? z/5?



Exercise
■ In teams of 3 or 4, I want you to 

make a paper plane again.

■ But! Now I want you to think like 
innovators!

■ “I want a new design of paper 
plane that renders the competition 
obsolete!”

■ Be open, take risks and embrace 
uncertainty.

■ Try to maximise not only R&E and 
also Novelty Elegance, Genesis.

■ Use your skills in DT!



Developing Innovation Capacity

■ Change drives innovation:
– Regulatory, financial changes in LG sector.
– Do we continue to do what we’ve always done?
– Do we find new solutions to tackle these new problems?

■ Our ability to find and develop new solutions is founded on 
our capacity for innovation:
– This is an organisational capability that is the sum of the 

individuals’ ability to harness their personal 
properties/qualities and cognitive skills, in a supportive 
environment, to develop new and effective solutions to 
problems.

■ Key to that is – measurement!



The Innovation Phase Model
Invention Exploitation

Phase Preparation
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Organisational Diagnosis

■ Measure,

■ Targeted training, 
development, change,

■ Measure again.



Case Study – Innovation in LG

■ Metropolitan Council in Adelaide

■ IPAI Assessment

■ Identified weaknesses

■ Training & Development

■ Council Security & Council Resources



Case Study – Innovation in LG

$40k pa



Summary

■ Change drives new problems

■ New problems require new solutions

■ Therefore – Innovation!

■ Our capacity to innovate sits on 4 pillars

■ Person, Press, Process, Product



Summary

Process

Product

Person

Press



Summary

■ Each of the 4 building blocks can be 
developed:

■ You can try new things and work on your 
openness,

■ You can practice thinking divergently,

■ You can help to create a more conducive 
environment,

■ You can assess/improve the qualities that 
make something innovative.



Summary

■ and…

■ You can measure and manage these 
factors towards an improved 
capacity for innovation!



Questions?

https://au.linkedin.com/in/davidcropley

david.cropley@unisa.edu.au

@dhcropley

Thank You!


